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Missouri Epsilon 
University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 


Chartered May 24, 1925. 6. 
 
Goals for 2008-2009 


Our goal for the 2008-2009 year was to 
increase the exposure of our chapter on 
campus to recognize those students who have 
displayed outstanding academic achievement.  
We also sought to promote strong student to 
student, and student to faculty academic 
relationships.  


Activities 
To achieve our goals we hosted two major 
student-faculty events: a softball game in the 
fall and a ping-pong tournament in the spring.  
Additional chapter services we did included 
monitoring the engineering computer lab, 
grading papers, and taking attendance in the 
freshman introduction to engineering class. 


Graduates 
Richard Lebbens – Pursuing PhD at Universtiy 


of Missouri 
Christopher Lusardi – Pursuing Master Degree 


at MIT 
Steven Shimkus- Pursing graduate degree at 


University of Missouri 
Matthew Beatty                           Schlumberger 
Patrick Conley                                           URS 
Jeremy Murphy                                Honeywell 
Jason Huffman                         Plans Unknown 
Jeffrey Robertson            Plans Unknown 


Awards & Recognition 
Steven Shimkus – (Academic All Big 12 First 


Team) 
Aaron Rosengren – (2009 Missouri Honor 


Award) 
Christopher Strobel – (ASHRAE scholarship 


recipient) 
Geoffrey Glidden – (Inducted into Mizzou 39) 
Jerry McMillen - (Tapped into Omicron Delta 
Kappa National Leadership Honors Society) 


Names of New Members 
Fall 2008 Pledges 


Jacob Atchley Patrick Conley 
Andrew Dummerth  Lee Gard 
Adam Haberberger Lori Halvorson 
Richard Lebens III Jerry McMillen 
Forrest Meyen Blake Mills 
Jeremy Murphy Aaron Rosengren 
Kyle Sellers Steven Shimkus 
Brian Skelly Christopher Strobel 
Zane Smith Bradley Tessler 
Mark Wolff Brian Yutz  


Spring 2008 Pledges 
Sultan Al Askar Christian Barr 


 Jeffrey Bloese  Bradley Doering 
Bryan Mack Adam McCollum 
Alan McGinnis Keith Ohmes 
Dan Phelan  Jonathan Richmiller 
Dustin Robinson Brian Vaughan 
Kelly Wright  


Transfer of Responsibilities 
New officer elections were held at the end of 
the Spring semester.  A meeting was held 
afterwards between the old and new officers.  
All electronic documentation collected over 
this year was given to the appropriate new 
officers.  Concerns and challenges of this past 
year were conveyed to the new officers, and 
possible goals and expectations were discussed 
for next year.  Contact information was 
exchanged between old and new officers so 
that communication can continue next year. 


Plans for 2008-2009 
Due to the success this year of our two student 
faculty events we will have the same ones next 
year and possibly try to add a third event.  We 
would also like to improve our exposure to 
freshman and sophomores in the engineering 
department.  To do this we plan on adding a 
service activity that would benefit 
underclassmen such as tutoring for freshman 
level classes. 


Chapter Officers 
President Christopher Lusardi 
Vice President Michael Heins 
Treasurer Paul Greenwood 
Secretary Ismail Hameduddin 
Activities Chair Zachary Warren 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Frank Pai 


Contact Information 
PaiP@missouri.edu 


Reporter 
Christopher Lusardi 
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Missouri Epsilon 
University Of Missouri, Columbia 


Chartered May 24, 1925. 6. 
 
Goals for 2007-2008 


The primary goal for our chapter for 07-08 
was to improve the exposure of PTS at Mizzou 
and to increase enrollment rates which have 
been falling in recent years. 


Activities 
We hosted 2 major events, a fall ping-pong 
tournament and a spring faculty-student 
softball game as well as monitoring student 
computer labs, grading papers, and taking 
attendance at freshman level classes. 


Graduates 
Joseph Kasmann                            Jason White 
Suzanne Bergner                        Michelle Petty 
Jeff Snyder                           Stephen Finkbiner 


Awards & Recognition 
 


Names of New Members 
Fall 2007 Pledges 


Christopher Lusardi Jason Huffman  First Name Last Name 
Paul Greenwood  


Spring 2008 Pledges 
Tyler Chalpek Bryant Kagay 
Geoffrey Glidden Matthew Claspill 
Joshua Hefferman Kevin Ehlmann 
Zachary Warren Ismail Hameduddin 
Kathryn Giddens Michael Heins 
  


Transfer of Responsibilities 
New Officer elections were held in the spring 
prior to the end of term to allow both officer 
sets to work in conjunction as well as having 
meetings between old and new officers to 
dictate responsibilities and answer questions. 


Plans for 2008-2009 
In the 08-09 term we plan to continue adding 
to our member base, and host the same 
activities as previous years as well as add 
tutoring sessions for underclassmen. 
 


Chapter Officers 
President Charles Baxter 
Vice President Ray Troy 
Treasurer Josh Harvey 
Secretary Mike Czech 
Activities Chair Matt Beaty 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Frank Pai 


Contact Information 
PaiP@missouri.edu 
 


Reporter 
Mike Czech 



mailto:PaiP@missouri.edu
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MISSOURI EPSILON PI TAU SIGMA, ANNUAL REPORT 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 


GOALS 


The primary goals for this year were to become more active as a chapter by increasing student 
participation and taking on new challenges.  


ACTIVITIES 


In the 2011-2012 school year, we tried out a some new activities as well as continuing with 
previous events. This year we helped organize a schedule peer help session for 
underclassmen. The goal of this evening was to have underclassmen ask all their scheduling 
questions to upperclassmen that have already experienced them. This helped the students as 
well as alleviating the advisors from having so many repetitive questions asked. In addition to 
this event, we had a group entered in the intermural sports leagues, monitored the Mechanical 
Engineering computer lab, and graded for the Introduction to Mechanical Engineering class.  


NEW MEMBERS 


The Missouri Epsilon Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma holds initiations as a high priority. It is our goal 
to recruit the students who have shown, academically, that they are hard workers and very 
bright. The initiation criterion at the University of Missouri includes junior or senior standing in 
the top 25% of the class. Also, honorary members are chosen based on excellence in the field 
of mechanical engineering. During the initiation, the history of the chapter was explained and 
the executive board led the new members through the oath.  Before the new members could be 
initiated they had to turn in national dues. After the ceremony, we celebrated by having dinner 
so the new members could get acquainted with the group.


Fall 2010  
September 16, 2011 


21 new members 


Spring 2011 
February 7, 2012 


15 new members 


 
AWARDS & RECOGNITION 


 
TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITIES 


In the spring of this school year, officer elections took p lace. Once the new positions were 
named, the new and old officers started exchanging information. The president was reelected 
and the secretary was elected the new vice president , which allowed an easy transition of 
information. The new officers were able to gain knowledge from their predecessor which 
included any documentation that pertained to them and also any concerns or problems they 
had in the last year. The new executive board is now ready to continue to grow the chapter 
next year.  


PLANS FOR 2012-2013 


In 2012-2013 school year, the new leaders plan to continue trying to inspire involvement and 
fundraising. There are plans in the works for more involvement in next year’s conference and 
also multiple fundraising ideas that will benefit the student body as well as our chapter. We 
plan on expanding the hotdog sale for engineer’s week and also possibly taking on more 
supervision days to keep the lab open for the Mechanical Engineering student body. 
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CHAPTER OFFICERS 


Steve Reeves, President 


Lily Ellebracht, Vice President 


Kyle Nordike, Treasurer 


Victoria Di Lisio, Secretary 


Cody Allard, Activities Coordinator 


CHAPTER ADVISOR 


Dr. Frank Pai 
PaiP@missouri.edu 








2018-2019 


University of Missouri – Missouri Epsilon 


 


Initiations:  


Initiates are selected based on their current cumulative GPA and must have a junior or senior 


status in the University system. The top 25 percent of juniors and the top 35 percent of seniors 


are eligible for membership into Pi Tau Sigma Missouri Epsilon. A list of eligible candidates is 


given to the Vice President from one of the professors at the University. From there the Vice 


President emails all eligible candidates to let them know that they are eligible to become 


members and to come to an informational meeting to find out more about the organization. 


Those interested in joining then must attend one of the service events our chapter provides that 


semester and also attend at least two of the three general meetings. If time conflicts occur then 


the initiate may meet with an executive member at another time/date to go over the meeting they 


missed and make up for it. Another requirement is the eligible initiates have to fill out an 


initiation quiz (attached below) and a MAE faculty survey (also attached below). The MAE 


faculty survey has a list of current mechanical engineering faculty at the University and the 


initiates are required to talk with at least five of them and get their signatures. The last 


requirement is the initiates have to pay the one time membership fee by a set date determined by 


the Vice President. The fee for Fall of 2018 and Spring of 2019 was one hundred dollars. This 


fee also included a Pi Tau Sigma shirt designed by our chapter. 


If all these requirements are met then they are able to attend initiation and become full members 


of Pi Tau Sigma Missouri Epsilon. The initiation ceremony involves bringing the initiates into a 


dimly lit room where the President and Vice President recite the Pi Tau Sigma Rituals. Then the 


initiates pledge to with uphold them, sign the initiation roll book, and then shake hands with the 


President, Vice President, and Faculty Advisor. The Pi Tau Sigma keys are also turned in to see 


who shined their key the best. The winner gets their membership fee paid back to them. Once the 


ceremony is over, the chapter goes to one of the nearby restaurants (the last two semesters it was 


held at Shakespeare’s Pizza in Columbia, MO) to celebrate the new members. 


During the Fall semester, eleven initiates became members on November 28, 2018. 


During the Spring semester, eight initiates became members on April 17, 2019. 


Chapter Activities:  


 


During Fall 2018 we organized several volunteer community activities and chapter/college wide 


presentations. Community service was held twice at the Food Bank of Central Missouri for 


initiates and active members. Our chapter also hosted President Mun Choi on behalf of the 


Mechanical Engineering Department (MAE) within the college of engineering. All Engineering 


students and faculty were invited to attend and President Choi spoke on his efforts as President 


of the National Pi Tau Sigma Chapter and how Mizzou Engineering stands apart from other 


programs. The Vice President of Beverage Concentrate Operations for Keurig Dr Pepper also 


spoke to all active members to wrap up the fall semester with a presentation on professionalism 







and success in the working world. Additionally, a fundraiser took place at the close of the fall 


semester in the form of a profit share with Shakespeare's Pizza, a local pizza restaurant that 


encourages involvement and support of university organizations. Towards the end of the 


semester we held initiation and inducted eleven new members.  


  


During the Spring of 2019 we organized, helped plan, and volunteered to work as a chapter for 


the College of Engineering Career Fair which boasted over 150 employers in attendance. We 


were one of seven organizations chosen to represent the college by hosting this event. Our goal 


in participating was to demonstrate our commitment to the college and showcase all that Pi Tau 


Sigma has to offer eligible students through professional, academic, and personal growth. Again, 


we did a profit share with Shakespeare’s Pizza, just prior to spring break, as a way to engage 


socially and support our organization while doing so. We were also grateful to host a fellow 


Alumni from Burns & McDonnell who spoke about his Mechanical Engineering experience. We 


also held initiation and inducted eight new members. We will be co-hosting a presentation by the 


Department Chair, PhD researcher, and professor Dr. Noah Manring to speak on his research and 


commitment to Mizzou Engineering at the beginning of May. Our co-host is ASME and we are 


hoping to promote and demonstrate our involvement within the college by encouraging all 


students to attend and participate in the Q&A to follow.  


 







 


 


Pi Tau Sigma Initiation Quiz            Name:________________________ 


Missouri Epsilon       Pawprint:________________________ 


1. In what year was the first chapter of Pi Tau Sigma Founded? 


2. At what university was it first established? 


3. In what year was the University of Missouri Chapter Founded? 


4. In what upper percentage of their class must an Initiate fall into in order to be considered for 


membership in Pi Tau Sigma? 


5. In what region is the University of Missouri’s Chapter? 


6. How many current chapters of Pi Tau Sigma exist? 


7. What is the name of Pi Tau Sigma’s annual Publication? 


8. Who are the current President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, Activities Chair, Fundraising 


Chair, and Public Relations Chair of the University of Missouri’s Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma? 


9. Who is the current Faculty advisor of our chapter? 


10. What are the colors of Pi Tau Sigma?  


11. What are the top two things that you hope to gain from being a part of Pi Tau Sigma? (There is no 


right or wrong answer here) 


Answers 


1.   


2.   


3.   


4.   


5.   


6.   


7.   


8.   


9.   


10.   


11.  







 


 


Pi Tau Sigma Initiation: 
Faculty Survey and Initiate Networking 
Missouri Epsilon  
 
We are asking you to collect signatures from at least 5 of the following Professors and write down what 
their current research is, what classes they teach, and something interesting you learned. Tell them you 
are there for Pi Tau Sigma. The goal is to get you to engage with MAE faculty and show a presence from 
Pi Tau Sigma in our department. These conversations should be very casual. You are obviously welcome 
(and encouraged)  to talk to more than 5 different professors.  
ONE OF THE 5 PROFESSORS MUST BE DR. JACOB MCFARLAND, OUR FACULTY ADVISOR.  
 
 


Professor Signature Classes/Research 


C.L. Chen   


Jinn-Kuen Chen   


Ahmed Sherif El-
Gizawy 


  


Roger Fales   


Zaichun “Frank” 
Feng 


  


Sanjeev Khanna   


Craig Kluever   


Hao Li   


Jian Lin   


Yuyi Lin   


Hongbin “Bill” Ma   


Noah Manring   


Matt Maschmann   


Jacob McFarland   


Chanwoo Park   


Gary Solbrekken   







 


 


Richard Whelove   


Ming Xin   


Josiah Bryan   


Qingsong Yu   


Yuwen Zhang   


Vitaly Gruzdev   


Xu Han   


Guoliang Huang   


Nam-Jung Kim   


Sudarshan K. 
Loyalka 


  


Sabiha Naz   


P. “Frank” Pai   


James Thompson   


Robert Tompson 
Jr. 


  


Steven Neal   


Robert Tzou   


Robert Winholtz 


 


  


Stephen Lombardo   


 



https://engineering.missouri.edu/faculty/robert-winholtz/

https://engineering.missouri.edu/faculty/robert-winholtz/
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT, 2012-2013 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI EPSILON 


GOALS 


The primary goals for this year were to become more active as a chapter by increasing student 
participation and taking on new challenges.  


 


NEW MEMBERS 


The Missouri Epsilon Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma holds initiations as a high priority. It is our goal 
to recruit the students who have shown, academically, that they are hard workers and very 
bright. The initiation criterion at the University of Missouri includes junior or senior standing in 
the top 25% of the class. Also, honorary members are chosen based on excellence in the field 
of mechanical engineering. During the initiation, the history of the chapter was explained and 
the executive board led the new members through the oath. Before the new members could be 
initiated they had to turn in national dues. After the ceremony, we celebrated by having dinner 
so the new members could get acquainted with the group.


Fall 2012  
September 12, 2012 
17 new members 


Spring 2013 
February 20, 2013 
14 new members 


 
 
ACTIVITIES 


In the 2012-2013 school year, we continued hosting our usual events. This year we held a 
scheduled peer help session for underclassmen. The goal of this event was to have 
underclassmen ask all their scheduling questions to upperclassmen that have already 
experienced them. This helped the students as well as alleviating the advisors from having so 
many repetitive questions asked. In addition to this event, we had a group entered in the 
intramural sports leagues, monitored the Mechanical Engineering computer lab, held peer 
resume reviews and graded for the Introduction to Mechanical Engineering class. At the end of 
the year, each team had a fun season with our coed flag football and coed sand volleyball 
teams each having a record of 5-1 and advancing to the playoffs. Several members from the 
chapter planned to attend the convention this year at The Ohio State University; however, the 
snowy Missouri weather prevented us from traveling and also resulted in three snow days for 
our university. 


 


TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITIES 


In the spring of this school year, officer elections took place. Once the new positions were 
named, the new and old officers started exchanging information. The president was reelected 
and the secretary was elected the new vice president, which allowed an easy transition of 
information. The new officers were able to gain knowledge from their predecessor, which 
included any documentation that pertained to them and also any concerns or problems they 
had in the last year. The new executive board is now ready to continue to grow the chapter 
next year.  
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PLANS FOR 2013-2014 


In 2013-2014 school year, the new leaders plan to continue trying to inspire involvement and 
fundraising within the Missouri Epsilon chapter. There are plans to attend next year’s 
convention and also a few fundraising ideas that will benefit the student body as well as our 
chapter. We plan on implementing new ideas for fundraising rather than reenacting last year’s 
events and creating an alumni database to aid in the area of career opportunities post 
graduation. 


 


CHAPTER OFFICERS 


Corey Birkmann, President 
Justine Schaper, Vice President 
Shannon Murray, Treasurer 
Alex Dodd, Secretary 
Tyler Parr, Activities Coordinator 


CHAPTER ADVISOR 


Dr. Frank Pai 
PaiP@missouri.edu 








MISSOURI EPSILON PI TAU SIGMA, ANNUAL REPORT 2010-2011 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
GOALS 


The primary goals for this year were to get the members more involved with activities and also 
to do fundraising to create more opportunities to do things in the future.  


ACTIVITIES 


In the 2010-2011 school year, we tried to expand the number of events we participate in so in 
the spring we joined with the Society of Women Engineers and organized a middle school 
engineering day. During this event, our group led the students through two experiments that 
demonstrated what engineers do and encouraged them to think about going into engineering 
themselves. Also, in addition to participating in the St. Patrick Engineering Week as we do 
annually, we organized and successfully executed a hot dog fundraiser. There were 120 hot 
dogs sold in 2 hours which gave us a profit of $210 (which was doubled by the IAC). Another 
activity that we do to bring in money and contribute to the student body is monitoring the 
Mechanical Engineering computer lab one night a week. The members sign up to supervise the 
activities so that students can come in and use the computers for homework and projects. This 
is very important because the mechanical undergraduate computer lab has programs, like 
Matlab 2010 among many others, that is needed for classes and is not offered in other labs on 
campus. 


NEW MEMBERS 


The Missouri Epsilon Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma holds initiations as a high priority. It is our goal 
to recruit the students who have shown, academically, that they are hard workers and very 
bright. The initiation criterion at the University of Missouri includes junior or senior standing in 
the top 25% of the class. Also, honorary members are chosen based on excellence in the field 
of mechanical engineering. During the initiation, the history of the chapter was explained and 
the executive board led the new members through the oath. Before the new members could be 
initiated they had to turn in national dues. After the ceremony, we celebrated by having dinner 
so the new members could get acquainted with the group.


Fall 2010  
December 8, 2010 
16 new members 


Spring 2011 
April 18, 2011 
14 new members 


 
AWARDS & RECOGNITION 


Honorary Members 


Ryan Sobotka - Formula SAE President 
Scott Thompson - PhD Student & Heat Transfer Prof. 


TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITIES 


In the spring of this school year, officer elections took place. Once the new positions were 
named, the new and old officers started exchanging information. The old relayed all the 
information about their position to the new person which included any documentation that 
pertained to them, any concerns or problems they had in the last year. The new officers then 
communicated and set goals for the upcoming year.  


 







PLANS FOR 2011-2012 


In 2011-2012 school year, the new leaders plan to continue trying to inspire involvement and 
fundraising. There are plans in the works for more involvement in next year’s conference and 
also multiple fundraising ideas that will benefit the student body as well as our chapter. We 
plan on expanding the hotdog sale for engineer’s week and also possibly taking on more 
supervision days to keep the lab open for the student body. 


CHAPTER OFFICERS 


Steve Reeves, President 
Cody Williams, Vice President 
Joseph Kellinger, Treasurer 
Lily Ellebracht, Secretary 
Tyler Kuehn, Activities Coordinator 


CHAPTER ADVISOR 


Dr. Frank Pai 
PaiP@missouri.edu 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT, 2013-2014 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI EPSILON 


GOALS 


The primary goals for this year were to become more active as a chapter by increasing student 
participation and taking on new challenges.  


 


NEW MEMBERS 


The Missouri Epsilon Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma holds initiations as a high priority. It is our goal 
to recruit the students who have shown, academically, that they are hard workers and very 
bright. The initiation criterion at the University of Missouri includes junior or senior standing in 
the top 25% of the class. Also, honorary members are chosen based on excellence in the field 
of mechanical engineering. During the initiation, the history of the chapter was explained and 
the executive board led the new members through the oath.  Before the new members could be 
initiated they had to turn in national dues. After the ceremony, we celebrated by having dinner 
so the new members could get acquainted with the group.


Spring 2013  
February 20, 2013 
14 new members 


Fall 2013 
September 5, 2013 
4 new members 


 


 
ACTIVITIES 


In the 2013-2014 school year, we continued hosting our usual events. This year we held a 
scheduled peer help session for underclassmen. The goal of this event was to have 
underclassmen ask all their scheduling questions to upperclassmen that have already 
experienced them. This helped the students as well as alleviating the advisors from having so 
many repetitive questions asked. In addition to this event, we had a group entered in the 
intramural sports leagues, monitored the Mechanical Engineering computer lab, held peer 
resume reviews and graded for the Introduction to Mechanical Engineering class. At the end of 
the year, each team had a fun season with our coed flag football and coed sand volleyball 
teams each having a record of 5-1 and advancing to the playoffs. Several members from the 
chapter attended the national convention at Texas A&M University and really enjoyed meeting 
fellow Pi Tau Sigma members as well as the fantastic events planned by the A&M chapter.  


 


TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITIES 


In the spring of this school year, officer elections took place. Once the new positions were 
named, the new and old officers started exchanging information. The president was reelected 
and the secretary was elected the new vice president , which allowed an easy transition of 
information. The new officers were able to gain knowledge from their predecessor, which 
included any documentation that pertained to them and also any concerns or problems they 
had in the last year. The new executive board is now ready to continue to grow the chapter 
next year.  
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PLANS FOR 2013-2014 


In 2014-2015 school year, the new leaders plan to continue trying to inspire involvement and 
fundraising within the Missouri Epsilon chapter. There are plans to attend next year’s 
convention and also a few fundraising ideas that will benefit the student body as well as our 
chapter. We plan on implementing new ideas for fundraising rather than reenacting last year’s 
events and creating an alumni database to aid in the area of career opportunities post-
graduation. 


 


CHAPTER OFFICERS 


Corey Birkmann, President 


Steven Schafer, Vice President 


Kirt Daniels, Treasurer 


Alex Dodd, Secretary 


Kevin Loeppke, Activities Coordinator 


 


CHAPTER ADVISOR 


Dr. Frank Pai 


PaiP@missouri.edu 








2019-2020 


University of Missouri Epsilon 


A. Initiations 
Our initiation procedure was to email the Mizzou engineering faculty member that 
provides information to organizations, including which students are the top 25% of the 
junior and senior classes. Once the list of names and emails was received, an email was 
sent to those eligible inviting them to attend an informational meeting to learn about the 
organization. Members that chose to continue with the initiation process were required to 
attend all events unless given an exception from the VP. They were also required to meet 
with our faculty advisor and other faculty members to complete general interviews and 
were required to fill out a questionnaire on the history of PTS and Missouri Epsilon. In 
the spring, due to COVID, the faculty meetings were limited to exclusively our faculty 
sponsor. They were then initiated if they had met all requirements. The ceremonies were 
held in a classroom in which the lights were dimmed, and the rituals of PTS were 
observed. Fall initiation was held on December 3rd and spring initiation was held on April 
30th, 2020, pictures were not taken at the fall initiation and were taken over Zoom in the 
spring. We inducted six members in the fall and four in the spring. 
 


B. Chapter Activities 
a. Guest Speaker: Paige Compton 


We got in contact with our former president, Paige Compton and had her come 
speak to us about the transition into her role at Emmerson and her movement 
within the company. She also spoke about the sexism she faced in the workplace 
and how she dealt with it.  


b. Guest Speaker: Malcom Smith 
Malcom Smith a local high school teacher who was a former teacher of one of our 
members came to speak with our chapter about his experience working in the 
power generation industry, specifically nuclear. However, he was also very 
valuable in speaking about work-life balance and his decision to step away from 
engineering to pursue a different path. After he spoke to our chapter, members 
went to several of his AP Physics classes to speak with the students and 
encourage them to pursue engineering. 


c. Elections and Social Event 
We held elections in the fall and spring, after the initiations which were detailed 
above. In the fall we elected a new VP, Secretary, and Outreach chair, replacing 
graduating members. In the spring, all positions were replaced. After the fall 
election, members were invited to a local bar/restaurant to fraternize and met the 
new members more while enjoying appetizers provided by our chapter. 


d. Food bank  
Our philanthropy chair organized a trip in the fall for our members to volunteer at 
The Food Bank of Central Missouri. At this event members and initiates spent 3 
hours packaging bulk food into portions that are handed out to the public. 







e. Mulch 
Our philanthropy chair worked with the local parks and recreation department to 
see how our chapter could give back. We ended up spreading three dump trucks 
worth of much at two playgrounds. 


f. Volunteering during E-week 
Our chapter was contacted to provide 5 workers for a ceremony called Dome 
Lighting during Engineering week. 


g. National convention 
Our President, Treasurer, and Philanthropy Chair all attended the convention in 
Rochester. Thank you again to RIT and the national chapter for putting on such an 
invaluable event and overall experience.  


h. Graduate Student panel 
Working with our faculty advisor who also was the director of graduate studies 
for MAE engineering at Mizzou, we put together a diverse group of students to 
speak about their experiences and motivations for pursuing a graduate degree. 
This included PHD candidates and master’s students that did research and worked 
full time. We held this event at a local restaurant bar to encourage attendance and 
create an opportunity to socialize as well.  


i. Planned events 
We were coordinating with 3M to have a continuous improvement 
manager/engineer come speak to our chapter about how CI is involved in the 
manufacturing process both specifically at 3M and in manufacturing in general. 
Other plans that were in the work included a planned drive that would be staffed 
by our members and held at the student center. The planned drive would collect 
cheek swabs to match those who need bone marrow transplants with potential 
donors. 


  
C. Other 


There is a lot of documentation missing on this report and for that I apologize. I recently 
took my phone swimming and lost a lot of photos. I have passed along to the new 
president links to all the required information and recommend backing up the photos 
immediately, so we do better next year. However, especially as everyone has become 
comfortable with Zoom, I would like to recommend a beginning of year/semester 
meeting for all the presidents and vice presidents that would go over the expectations and 
desires of the national chapter so that the presidents are not as reliant on the previous 
presidents who may not have known the information themselves and everyone is 
more familiar with how chapters would ideally be run.  







 







 


  








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT, 2014-2015 


MISSOURI EPSILON  


GOALS 


The primary goals for the year were to increase new member participation through the initiation 


process, thus increasing new member retention and overall chapter activity and visibility.  


 


NEW MEMBERS 


The Missouri Epsilon Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma holds initiations as a high priority. It is our goal to 


recruit the students who have shown, academically, that they are hard workers and very bright.  The 


initiation criterion at the University of Missouri includes junior or senior standing in the top 25% of the 


class. Also, honorary members are chosen based on excellence in the field of mechanical engineering.  


Prior to initiation, prospective members were required to participate in numerous chapter  events, which 


included social events with active members, outreach and public service events, and departmental 


activities. During the initiation, the history of the chapter was explained and the executive board led the 


new members through the oath. Before the new members could be initiated they had to turn in national 


dues. After the ceremony, we celebrated by having dinner so the new members could get acquainted 


with the group. 


Fall 2014 


December 4, 2014 


20 new members 


Spring 2015  


April 29, 2015 


10 new members 


 


 


ACTIVITIES 


The majority of our focus this year was to increase member retention, starting with heavier involvement 


during the initiation process, and to increase visibility within our department through outreach, 


volunteering, and fundraising activities. 


While increasing group visibility is important, it requires that the members of the group be active and 


visible as well. Thus, increasing member retention, specifically in the newer members, was deemed a 


priority. This was done by scheduling numerous volunteering and social activities, which allowed the 


new members to meet the group in multiple settings. This proved very effective, and the chapter saw 


record attendance at its later meetings.  


Other events which aimed at increasing retention included a BBQ social and participation in rec sports 


leagues. PTS members participated in flag football  and sand volleyball.  


Our officer corps attended the 100 th annual Pi Tau Sigma National Convention at UIUC this past year. 


The convention proved to be an invaluable experience, with 3 attendees becoming officer s for the 


upcoming year. Our chapter was also able to network with a guest speaker at the convention who came 


and spoke about his company at our university, during an information session hosted  by our chapter. 


We also hosted a fundraising event this year, which not only helped our group financially, but helped 


increase our visibility within our department, and college, as well.  
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TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITIES 


Officer Elections were held late in the spring semester. Two former officers were elected into the 


president and vice-president positions, while three members who had been initiated that year took the 


following positions. This year’s officer group looks very promising, with a good mixture o f veteran 


members and new members who are ready to continue the activity and expansion of the group outlined 


by their predecessors.  


 


 


PLANS FOR 2015 - 2016 


In 2013-2014 school year, the new leaders plan to continue trying to inspire involvement and 


fundraising within the Missouri Epsilon chapter . There are plans to attend next year’s convention and 


also a few fundraising ideas that will benefit the student body as well as our chapter. We plan on 


implementing new ideas for fundraising rather than reenacting  last year’s events and creating an alumni 


database to aid in the area of career opportunities post graduation.  


 


CHAPTER OFFICERS  


Steve Schafer, President 


Alex Dodd, Vice President 


Nicholas Moore, Treasurer 


Eric Rothmier, Secretary 


Nick Sonntag, Activities Coordinator 


 


CHAPTER ADVISOR 


Dr. Jacob McFarland 


Mcfarlandja@missouri.edu 








 PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT,    2016–2017 
MISSOURI EPSILON 
 
CHAPTER STATEMENT  
The functions of the chapter focus on increasing member retention, departmental coordination 
and involvement, service, and increasing overall chapter visibility within the College of 
Engineering. Of these, an emphasis on service and chapter visibility is crucial.  
 
Initiations  
The Missouri Epsilon Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma holds initiations as a high priority. It is our goal 
to recruit the highest caliber students at the College of Engineering’s Mechanical Engineering 
program. The initiation criterion at the University of Missouri includes junior or senior standing 
in the top 25% of the class. Prior to initiation, prospective members were required to participate 
in all chapter events, which included social events with active members, outreach and public 
service events, and departmental activities. Additionally, all initiates were required to complete a 
faculty survey, which required them to meet with professors and discuss classes/research 
opportunities. This serves to increase member visibility within the department. Prospective 
members were also required to meet with each other and other members during the initiation 
process so as to further bring them into the chapter fold. Keys were given to the new members to 
polish, and the member who had the best finished key was given a small reward. Finally, initiates 
were required to complete a quiz containing important information regarding the society as a 
whole, in addition to chapter specific details. During the initiation, the history of the chapter was 
explained and the executive board led the new members through the oath. Before the new 
members could be initiated they had to turn in national dues. After the ceremony, we celebrated 
by having a pizza party so the new members could celebrate with the whole chapter. 
 
Fall 2016  
December 7, 2016  
 
12 new members  
 
Spring 2017  
April 26, 2017  
 
14 new members  
 
CHAPTER/DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES 
 
The majority of our focus this year was to increase member retention, starting with heavier 
involvement during the initiation process, and to increase visibility within our department 
through outreach, volunteering, and fundraising activities.  
 
While increasing group visibility is important, it requires that the members of the group be active 
and visible as well. Thus, increasing member retention, specifically in the newer members, was 
deemed a priority. This was done by scheduling numerous volunteering and social activities, 







which allowed the new members to meet the group in a more informal setting. This proved very 
effective, and the chapter saw consistently high attendance at its meetings.  
 
Other events that helped increase retention of our members included social events, such as a corn 
maze, pizza party, and holiday party, participation in College of Engineering team events, like 
High School Day, Engineering Week Dome Lighting, participation in fundraising and volunteer 
activities such as the Pi Tau Sigma Super Smash Bros. Tournament, the Food Bank of Central 
Missouri and the Kickball Tournament, and participation in the Mizzou Sand Volleyball Rec 
League. 
 
Our social events were all a very big hit with our members, new and old. Not only were they 
planned for fun, but also strategically to help the retention of new members. We want our chapter 
to be a place for students to come to find meaningful friendships and ample networking 
opportunities. Each and every one of our social events created a great environment for these 
relationships to prosper. 
 
The volunteer and fundraising activities that we took part in as a chapter, such as High School 
Day, the Pi Tau Sigma Super Smash Bros. Tournament, and helping the Food Bank of Central 
Missouri were our ways of giving back to the community and to our fellow students. They all 
created ample opportunity for our members to get involved in the organization and learn more 
about what it means to be a member of Pi Tau Sigma.  
 
Missouri Epsilon sent four members to the 102nd national convention in Philadelphia, PA. We 
sent the President, Vice President, Treasurer, and Activities Chairperson. Three members that 
were sent to the convention will be on the executive board next school year. This is imperative 
because it will ensure that attendance to the conference will stay high and that the information 
gained from attendance of the conference will be continually passed along to all general 
members.  
 
Overall,  Pi Tau Sigma had an extremely successful academic year. We gained more new 
members than we ever have in the past, and we met our goal of becoming and staying extremely 
involved on campus. We feel like as a chapter, over this last year, we have increased the 
awareness of Pi Tau Sigma to all students in the College of Engineering. 
 
 
The new Executive Board of Pi Tau Sigma Missouri Epsilon Chapter is as follows: 
 
President: Paige Compton 
Vice President: Matthew Regel 
Secretary: Molly Sandbothe 
Treasurer: Monica Sinclair 
 







 
 
Volunteering at the Food Bank! 
 
 
 


 
 
Social at the Heidelberg! 







 


 
 
Contestants in the Pi Tau Sigma Super Smash Bros. Tournament! 
 
 


 
 
Winners of the Pi Tau Sigma Super Smash Bros. Tounament!







 
 
Post initiation pizza party at Shakespeare’s Downtown! 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT, 2015 – 2016  


MISSOURI EPSILON  


 


CHAPTER STATEMENT 


The functions of the chapter focus on increasing member retention, departmental 
coordination and involvement, service, and increasing overall chapter visibility within 
the College of Engineering. Of these, an emphasis on service and chapter visibility is 
crucial.  


 


NEW MEMBERS 


The Missouri Epsilon Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma holds initiations as a high priority. It is 
our goal to recruit the highest caliber students at the College of Engineering’s 
Mechanical Engineering program. The initiation criterion at the University of Missouri 
includes junior or senior standing in the top 25% of the class. Prior to initiation, 
prospective members were required to participate in all chapter events, which included 
social events with active members, outreach and public service events, and 
departmental activities. Additionally, all initiates were required to complete a faculty 
survey, which required them to meet with professors and discuss classes/research 
opportunities. This serves to increase member visibility within the department. 
Prospective members were also required to meet with each other and other members 
during the initiation process so as to further bring them into the chapter fold. Keys were 
given to the new members to polish, and the member who had the best finished key was 
given a small reward. Finally, initiates were required to complete a quiz containing 
important information regarding the society as a whole, in addition to chapter specific 
details. During the initiation, the history of the chapter was explained and the executive 
board led the new members through the oath. Before the new members could be 
initiated they had to turn in national dues. After the ceremony, we celebrated by having 
dinner so the new members could celebrate with the whole chapter. 


 


Fall 2015 


December 10, 2015 


12 new members 


Spring 2016 


April 26, 2016 


6 new members 


 
 


CHAPTER/DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES 


The majority of our focus this year was to increase member retention, starting with 
heavier involvement during the initiation process, and to increase vi sibility within our 
department through outreach, volunteering, and fundraising activities.  


While increasing group visibility is important, it requires that the members of the group 
be active and visible as well. Thus, increasing member retention, specifically in the 
newer members, was deemed a priority. This was done by scheduling numerous 
volunteering and social activities, which allowed the new members to meet the group in 
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multiple settings. This proved very effective, and the chapter saw record attendanc e at 
its later meetings.  


Other events which aimed at increasing retention included numerous chapter social 
events, participation in College of Engineering team events, and participation in Rec 
Sports at Mizzou (Sand Volleyball).  


Missouri Epsilon sent two members to the 101st national convention: the then current 
president and now current vice-president. It is very important to our chapter to send 
next-generation leaders to the convention every year, as the experience is not only 
valuable to the individual, but to the chapter as a whole in training better future leaders.  


The chapter hosted/participated in numerous chapter events as well:  


 Caterpillar Information Session: Our Chapter hosts an information session with a 
representative of Caterpillar every semester. As Caterpillar does not currently 
attend our college’s career fair, this event offers one of the only opportunities 
for many students to network with a representative of the company. 


 Dome Lighting: Our chapter helped host one of the College of Engineering’s 
oldest traditions: the lighting of Jesse Hall for E-Week. Members handed out 
commemorative mugs and beverages to attendees.  


 E-Week Super Smash Bros Tournament: The chapter hosted a fundraising event 
during engineers’ week, in which 64 students faced off in a single elimination 
Super Smash Bros Tournament! Exhibition matches were held on a projector 
screen, as well as the final match. The event proved to be a fantastic fundrais er, 
and got many students from the college involved in a fun, competitive event.  


Additionally, the chapter entered a team in the College of Engineering Kickball 
Tournament, Relay for Life, and hosted a tailgate social.  


 


VOLUNTEERING/OUTREACH EVENTS 


Missouri Epsilon placed a large amount of its focus in increasing the amount of service 
work/ volunteer events hosted this past year. An emphasis was placed on community 
outreach, specifically aimed at youth involvement. The events in which our chapter 
participated are: 


 Rocket Camp: Rocket Camp is a three day immersive camp aimed at students 
who are ~10 years old. On the first day students take a series of classes on 
various aerospace/rocketry topics, such a propulsions or forces acting on rockets, 
by students with relevant industry/internship experience. Day two is a series of 
rocketry activities, ranging from payload design competitions, water rocket 
launches on the quad, and model rocket building. On day three the children 
attend a launch, where they launch their own model rockets and view launches 
by members of the local Tripoli chapter. This event is sponsored by alumni 
donors and has been held for three years. This is Missouri Epsilon’s first time 
hosting, although we were heavily involved in the second Rocket Camp as well.  
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 High School Weekend: This event is hosted by another group within the college 
of engineering, and aims to educate high school students on opportunities within 
the College of Engineering and on various engineering professions in general. 
Our chapter hosts the Mechanical Engineering activity, which is typically a 
glider competition. Students are first educated on mechanical engineering, 
typical work within the profession, and other general information related to the 
department. They are then thrown into a brief design competition. This event has 
been hosted by our chapter twice. 


 Columbia Food Bank: The chapter volunteers at a local food bank each semester. 
We are currently exploring the possibility of creating a group of regular 
volunteers, who regularly volunteer at the food bank, and can further facilitate 
volunteer opportunities with the rest of the chapter.  


 Stream Clean-Up: Our chapter has been involved with Columbia Public Works 
for several semesters in stream/community clean ups. This i s a weekend event, 
and is typically followed by a chapter social/BBQ.  


Members also participated in Relay for Life, and a couple of members coordinated and 
volunteered at a First Lego League youth robotics tournament. Plans have been made to 
increase involvement in both activities, while maintaining/increasing involvement in all 
other service activities. The chapter also hosted a food drive in November, and plans to 
continue hosting it each fall. The food drive yielded over 220 lbs worth of donations.  


 


TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITIES 


Officer Elections were held late in the spring semester. Two former chairs were elected 
into the president and vice-president positions, additionally, a former chair now holds 
the office of Treasurer, and a highly involved member has been elected into the 
Secretary role. This year’s officer group looks very promising, with a good mixture of 
veteran members and new members who are ready to continue the activity and 
expansion of the group outlined by their predecessors.  


 


CHAPTER OFFICERS (2016 – 2017)  


Nick Sonntag, President 


Will Eck, Vice President 


Paige Compton, Treasurer 


Matt Scott, Secretary 


 


Dan Ratigan, Activities Coordinator 


Sam Donovan, Fundraising Chair  


Jaclyn Knezik, Social Media Chair 
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PLANS FOR 2016 - 2017 


In the 2016-2017 school year, the new leaders plan to continue trying to inspire 
involvement and service within the Missouri Epsilon chapter. There are plans to attend 
next year’s convention and also a few fundraising ideas that will benefit the student 
body as well as our chapter. An emphasis will be placed on fundraising and volunteer 
events. These in tune will require initiate/member participation, which will further 
serve to increase retention and chapter visibility throughout the academic year.  


 


CHAPTER ADVISOR 


Dr. Jacob McFarland 


Mcfarlandja@missouri.edu 


 
 


 
 
 


 


 


A picture from the Super Smash Bros Tournament! A picture from a general body meeting! 


A picture of Missouri Epsilon members volunteering at the local food bank! 
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Missouri Epsilon members helping students and their parents at the Rocket Camp 


Launch Day! 





